
ROUNDHOUSE KICK
for 1-4 players

COMPONENTS

54 Monster Cards:

54 Item Cards:

70 Life Tokens
1 Starting Player Card
1 Rules Sheet

GAME SETUP

Shuffle both the Monster and Item Decks separately and place them face 
down on table. Prepare the game area with allocating 8 locations for 
monsters, as shown in the diagram below:

X X X
X     X
X X X

Draw two cards per player (for example, 6 cards with 3 players playing) 
from the Monster Deck and place them on table face up, on monster 
locations. When playing with less than 4 players, some locations are 
initially left empty - you can freely choose which ones. 

Additionally every player takes 15 Life Tokens and draws one card from 
the Item Deck, placing it face up in front of him/her. Randomly select the 
first player and give that player the Starting Player Card.

GAME PLAY

The game consists of several rounds. Each round consists of the following 
phases:

- SET STARTING PLAYER. The starting player for the current round (except 
for the first round) is the one with fewest life tokens left. In case of a tie, 
the new starting player is next player clockwise (considering only tied 
players) from the last starting player.

- DRAW CARD. Every player (from starting player, clockwise) draws one 
card from Item Deck and decides if he/she will add it to their Item cards 

on table, replace one item card on table with drawn card (and discarding 
the replaced card), or just discard it. NB! Every player may have no more 
than two attack and two defense cards on table. NB! If there are no more 
cards in the Item Deck, this phase is skipped. 

- ROUNDHOUSE KICK! Beginning with the starting player and continuing 
clockwise, every player may perform one attack against monsters by 
rolling two dice. NB! By discarding one attack card, player receives the 
amount of extra dice shown on that card, but only one attack card can be 
used per attack! After rolling the dice, the player counts the hits - all 5 or 6 
rolled - and applies the hits on monster(s) as desired. All the hits must be 
applied. Use extra life tokens for marking hits by covering one health mark 
for each hit. Any monster(s) that have recieved an amount of hits equal to 
their health level are killed and players receives the monster card(s) for 
game end scoring. Additionally, for every monster killed, players can either 
heal him/herself by 2 life tokens (to maximum of 15) or draw one card 
from item deck (following the card amount restrictions described in 
DRAW CARD phase).

- AAAAARGH! After all the players have performed one attack, the 
monsters counterattack. In this phase, only the monsters in the middle of 
the circle attack (for attacking procedure see the next phase) and they 
attack only the player with the most defense points left. In case of a tie, all 
tied players are attacked. NB! If there are no monsters in the middle of 
circle, this phase is skipped.

- COUNTERATTACK. Now all the monsters (excluding those in the middle 
of circle) attack all the players (including those that were attacked in the 
previous phase) by rolling a number of dice equal to their attack strength 
(rightmost largest number not covered by token). Every 5 or 6 rolled is a 
hit. The Starting Player rolls dice for monsters. It is suggested to group the 
attacks by attack type - melee, air, magic. Players may use defense cards for 
avoiding the hits - every defense card can absorb a certain amount of hits, 
after that the card is discarded. For every non-avoided hit, players lose one 
life token. If a player has no life tokens left, he/she is unfortunately out of 
the game.

- FIRST AID. One token is removed from every monster with one or more 
hits.

- CAVALRY. Additional forces are arriving... but for the monsters! The 
starting player draws one card from the Monster Deck for every player 
that originally started the game. For instance, in a four player game, 4 
cards are drawn even if only one player of four is alive! The Monster Cards 
are placed face up on table. If all the 8 locations are filled with cards but 
more cards must be drawn, place the rest of the cards drawn in the middle 
of circle. NB! If there are any cards in the middle of circle at the beginning 
of this phase, this phase is skipped.

Now the new game round starts.

GAME END

Game will continue until one of the end conditions is triggered:

- there are no more monsters cards in Monster Deck and on table.
- all the players are dead.

All players count the points from their monster cards. The player with most 
points is the winner. In case of ties, whoever has the smallest amount of 
monster cards among tied players is the winner. If this is equal as well - it's 
a shared victory then!
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